CACHE 'N CARRY

- ROOF-MOUNT CARGO BOX. (1)(2) Tough, locking thermoplastic carrier keeps cargo dry and secure. Carrier features quarter-turn installation and gas cylinder opening system. Two sizes available: 13 cubic feet and 17 cubic feet. [TCBOX624 – 13 cu ft | TCBOX625 – 17 cu ft]

- ROOF-MOUNT WATER SPORTS CARRIER. (1)(2) Accommodates most kayaks, surfboards or paddle boards. [TCAY883]

- ROOF-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER. (1)(2) Hitch-Mount Bike Carrier comes in two-bike and four-bike styles (both fit two-inch receivers). Each style folds down to allow your vehicle’s rear doors to open without having to remove bikes. Carrier features carrying clamps and security cable. [THVE9028AB – Dual | THVE9029AB – Quad]

- ROOF-MOUNT SKI AND SNOWBOARD CARRIER. (1)(2) Carrier holds up to four snowboards, six pairs of skis or a combination of the two. Carrier is corrosion-resistant and includes lock covers. [TCS92725]

- HITCH RECEIVER. Two inch receiver allows your vehicle to tow up to 907 kg (2,000 lb) when properly equipped. The Hitch-Rail, Rail-Mount Adapter and Receiver Plug-in are sold separately. [82214340AB]

- TRAILER TOW WIRING HARNESS. Bridges the gap between your Ram ProMaster City® and the trailer. Combined 4-pin and 7-way plug-in at the rear of the vehicle and simple to install. [82214341AE]

- HITCH-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER. Hitch-Mount Blue Carrier comes in two-bike and six-bike styles (both fit two-inch receivers). Each style folds down to allow your vehicle’s rear doors to open without having to remove bikes. Carrier features carrying clamps and security cable. [THVE9028AB – Dual | THVE9029AB – Quad]

- SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS. Acrylic, tinted Side Window Air Deflectors follow the contours of the windows and allow them to be open, even during inclement weather. [82214346]

- TRAILER HITCH. Two-inch receiver allows your vehicle to tow up to 907 kg (2,000 lb) when properly equipped. [82214340AB]

- HEAVY-DUTY SPLASH GUARDS. Ultra-thick rubber offers protection and style for front and rear. [82214342AB – Front | 82214343AB – Rear]

- LOCKING GAS CAP. Guard against theft or contamination of fuel with this easy to install and use kit. Kit includes a Black quick on/off, quarter-turn locking gas cap and two keys. [05278655AB]
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**LED CARGO-AREA LIGHTS.** Shine a little light on the job at hand. State-of-the-art LED lighting comes in easy-to-mount strips that illuminate the rear cargo area. Count on easy installation with long-term benefits. Sold as a set of two. [82214949]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

**ALL-WEATHER MATS.** These Black moulded, custom-fit mats feature deep grooves to help keep snow, rain, and mud, protecting your vehicle’s carpet from the elements. This mat, in most driving conditions, weather, is sold as a set of three. [82214067, 82214068, 82214069]

**CARGO ALL-WEATHER MAT.** Fits in the rear cargo area to help protect your vehicle’s cargo area from spills, dirt, grease and grime. Mats are easy to remove for cleaning and is available for Passenger Wagon models only. [82214949]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

**PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MAT.** These premium carpet mats protect your vehicle’s carpeting and match the interior for a strong, integrated appearance. The mats are custom-contoured for a precise fit, constructed with a superior graypping and grooved backing to keep them from moving in place, and are easily removed for cleaning. Mats are sold as a set of three, and front row features the ProMaster City metal badge logo. [82214088, 82214101, 82214102]

**CARGO ALL-WEATHER MAT.** Fits in the rear cargo area to help protect your vehicle’s cargo area from spills, dirt, grease and grime. Mats are easy to remove for cleaning and is available for Passenger Wagon models only. [82214949]

**PREMIUM CARGO CARPET MAT.** This durable, substantial cargo rear floor mat protects your vehicle & carpeting. The mat is custom-contoured for a precise fit and is constructed with a superior graypping backing to help keep it firmly in place. Mats also feature a ProMaster City metal badge logo and removes easily for cleaning. Available for Passenger Wagon models only. [82214090]

**CARGO SECURITY COVER.** Tough vinyl cover keeps your valuables out of sight in your cargo area. Black cover removes easily for cleaning, and is available for passenger vehicles only. [5ZC73U3HAA]

**CARGO LINER.** Designed to cover the extra cargo area of your Ram ProMaster City Cargo Van, while the second-row seats remain, offering extra protection with formidable and long-lasting durability. [82214963]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.
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MOPAR® PHONE®: It helps simplify driving by letting you keep your eyes on the road and your hands on the wheel. Mopar® Phone is an in-vehicle, voice-activated communication system that allows you to talk on your Bluetooth®-compatible phone virtually hands-free. Call contacts in your phone’s address book just by saying their name. [82214231AC]

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES: Master Shield® Protection Products, Premium Vehicle-Care Products, Wheel Locks and Trailering Accessories.

REMOTE START: Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system. [82214569AB]

ELECTRONIC VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEM (EVTS): It’s a fact: time is of the essence when it comes to stolen vehicle recovery. The Mopar EVTS, powered by Guidepoint, utilizes a nationwide GPS tracking system that not only works 24/7 to keep track of your vehicle, but also helps recover your vehicle in the event of a theft. Optional upgrade plans include Emergency Service Dispatch, Parental Controls (Security Fence, Arrival/Departure Notification, Excessive Speed Notification, Trace Meât of Past Locations) and much more. Features such as setting speed and distance parameters with text alerts, unlimited online tracking and full concierge service are also offered. [82213762AC]

TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN’T PASS UP

SPARE TIRE KIT: Spare the tow truck and expenses. This complete kit helps make installing a tire easy and convenient. Includes mounting winch and all required hardware. [82214739AF]

ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT: Be prepared, not surprised. This DOT-compliant kit provides effective supplies for emergency preparedness. Kit includes three roadside reflective triangles, 10-BC fire extinguisher, safety flags and fuse kit. [82214344AB]

SPARE TOOL CADDIE: This heavy-duty hard-walled open carrier keeps all your tools organized with multiple interior compartments to hold everything you need. And when set on soft surfaces, the reversed Ram logo on the bottom will leave an impression. [82213020]

CARGO TOTE: Organization takes a stand with this handy, portable storage bin that can be divided into four compartments and easily collapses for convenient storage. [82213330]

RAM COOLER BAG: It’s flexible for ease of use—and for storing food and beverages. Simply folded, it’s specialized cooler is an all around favourite from jobsite to beachside parties. [82212951]

DUFFLE BAG: This form-fitting, heavy-duty, large bag organizes your gear with three pockets and features the Ram’s Head logo. [82212949]
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